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The year 2019 was a year of building for the PMI Educational Foundation (PMIEF). And it is thanks to you—our donors, volunteers and champions—for helping us to achieve incredible progress towards our mutual quest to leverage Project Management for Social Good®.

PMIEF is proud of the blueprint we designed, which allows for an explosive expansion of reach through partnerships moving into the future. Looking back, here’s the bedrock of 2019 accomplishments:

• Reached over 176,175 youth and introduced them to project management;

• Awarded three grants totaling US$2.4 million and reaching 50 countries on six continents with expectations of training more than 1 million youth annually when implementation is complete;

• Awarded over 350 scholarships and awards to students and working professionals around the world;

• Received over 3,000 donations from individuals across 25 countries;

• Improved PMIEF’s effectiveness and visibility through a rebranding initiative.

As we progress through 2020 and look forward to celebrating our 30th anniversary, we’re excited to see how our transition is helping to transform the lives of youth. This year is not only commemorative, but notable, as we use our laser-focused direction to reach youth around the globe in a much more expansive way of Powering The Project Economy™.

Thank you again for serving as one of PMIEF’s cornerstones. Please enjoy reading about all that was constructed in 2019 and know that we look forward to sharing and connecting with you for many years to come.

Pablo Lledo
2020 Chair
PMIEF Board of Directors

Jane Farley
2019 Chair
PMIEF Board of Directors
At a Glance

3,263 donors in 125 countries on 6 continents

Grants totaling US$2.4 million awarded to 3 nonprofits with plans to serve over 1 million youth on 6 continents by 2023

216 PMI chapter volunteers served as PMIEF liaisons

40% growth in social media followers over 2018

58,647 educational resources downloaded – and accessed in 24 languages

Awarded US$429K+ in academic and professional development scholarships across the globe

Project management knowledge equips youth with skills such as collaboration, creativity, communication, confidence and critical thinking skills
For nearly 30 years, PMIEF has helped put youth on the path to success by incorporating project management skills into their daily lives. In fact, we have now narrowed our strategic focus even more in order to make a greater impact and provide increased value to young people around the world by working through the nonprofits that directly serve them.

This transformation also includes a new visual identity; one that incorporates PMIEF’s building blocks of Powering The Project Economy™ (philanthropy, collaboration and community). Each of these qualities is represented with a unique symbol using bright colors which will be embedded in our communications over time, reinforcing their meaning.

PMIEF supports Powering The Project Economy™ by strengthening society through project management-driven social good efforts and focusing on preparing today’s youth to become tomorrow’s global leaders.

Philanthropy
Making dreams a reality takes more than a vision—it takes action and dedication. We nurture and inspire the next generation to learn, grow and achieve their goals so that they too can benefit society. This continued commitment and passion enables us to contribute to the welfare of our youth and their communities. Exclusive to PMIEF.

Collaboration
We can’t do it alone. Whether it’s partnering with a colleague, client, company or nonprofit organization, each of us brings something unique to the table. And we are made stronger when we work together.

Community
The people that are part of our world make it what it is today. Our community is one of our most valuable assets. We celebrate it and keep it going by welcoming all who wish to join us to make the world a better place.
Building Community through Partnership

PMIEF executes our strategy through nonprofits around the world that engage young people ages 5 to 19 in highly experiential, project-oriented activities. The foundation helps these organizations integrate project management into their youth programming so participants strengthen skills like problem solving, critical thinking and creativity. In addition, PMIEF provides project management fundamentals training and coaching to the staff of these nonprofits to build organizational capacity.

In 2019, PMIEF invested US$2.4 million in three of the world’s leading nonprofits to enhance their reach and impact.

F1 in Schools™ (F1iS)

F1iS delivers a global science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) competition that challenges youth in 26,000 schools to create the fastest, miniature, compressed air-powered racecar they can using Formula 1® (F1) model block and computer aided design/manufacturing software. Over PMIEF’s three-year partnership with F1iS, the nonprofit will more deeply integrate project management into its competition handbook that inspires more than 1 million young people each year to practically apply classroom lessons in aerodynamics, physics, design, manufacturing, marketing and branding.

"We're delighted to welcome PMIEF as a partner of F1 in Schools, and look forward to a long and successful relationship. Project management is fundamental in our challenge as the students have limited time and resources for taking their F1 in Schools entry from concept to reality, and I'm sure that PMIEF will be able to assist our students with this process."

– Andrew Denford, Founder and Chairman
Junior Achievement Africa (JA Africa)

JA Africa ensures youth acquire and apply the competencies necessary to launch their own business, succeed in today’s global economy and make prudent financial decisions. The foundation’s four-year partnership with this organization will integrate project management into the JA Company Program®, an entrepreneurship competition that empowers young people to either solve a problem or fulfill an unmet need in their community as they design, execute, manage, market and monitor their own microenterprise. Approximately 20,000 youth participate in the JA Company Program each year.

“One of our priorities as an organization is to ensure that the content we deliver to young people is continually reviewed and refreshed to make it more work-relevant. Therefore, incorporating the discipline of project management into our flagship program will enhance its impact. We are proud of this partnership with PMIEF and are looking forward to working together toward improving learning outcomes for young Africans.” – Elizabeth Elango Bintliff, CEO

Special Olympics, Inc. (SOI)

SOI encourages inclusion with the aim of eradicating discrimination against people with intellectual disabilities. Through a three-year partnership with PMIEF, this nonprofit will create an interactive e-learning platform to help youth learn project management, establish a project management track for its youth leadership summits and award Youth Innovation Grants that fund young people’s design and execution of social good projects around the world. Together, PMIEF and SOI will reach approximately 10,000 youth across 40 countries.

“With the support of PMIEF, Special Olympics youth leaders will be even better equipped to lead projects in their communities with more confidence, enthusiasm and proficiency than ever before. I am excited for our youth leaders around the world to gain an understanding of project management principles to make their projects come to life. The opportunity to gain hands-on experience creating smart work plans will help them get to the finish line faster. Understanding project management and how it increases impact is a skill they will use for their entire careers.” – Mary Davis, CEO
Building the Profession through Scholarships and Awards

PMIEF works to help fortify the project management profession through academic and professional development scholarships. Thanks to the generosity of PMI, PMI members, PMI Chapters, PMI REPs and universities, PMIEF was able to buttress the PM community and tomorrow’s future leaders through more than 350 project management-related scholarships. The 2019 recipients include university students, practitioners and nonprofit/NGO staff around the world. To see a list of these charitable donors, please see pages 15–16.

Awards

Student and professional award recipients are honored for significant contributions to the project management profession. These include project management initiatives and innovation, scholarly research and the practical application of project management skills both inside and outside the workplace.

Summary of the 2019 Award Recipients

The Kerzner Award for Excellence in Project Management

The Kerzner Award for Excellence in Project Management is sponsored by the International Institute for Learning, Inc. (IIL) to recognize a project manager who most emulates the professional dedication and excellence of Harold Kerzner, MS, MBA, PhD.

Recipient: Tom Kasel, PMI-RMP, PMP

The James R. Snyder International Student Paper of the Year Award

This award recognizes excellence in student development of original concepts in project management. Papers are selected based upon the research and creative effort that are best directed toward advancing the concepts, tools and techniques of managing project-oriented tasks.

Region: Asia Pacific
Recipient: Hentrick Eveluck
Paper: Enhancing Reduction in Dependence on Off-Island Fuel and Cost of Electricity Project: Electric Vehicle (EV) Infrastructure Development Pilot Project

Region: North America
Recipient: Adrien Vives
Paper: The Development Process to Acquire the Core Competencies of a Successful Project Manager

Community Advancement Through Project Management Award

The Community Advancement Through Project Management Award emphasizes the pro bono contributions of individuals, PMI chapters and corporations/government agencies that increase the capacities of nonprofit/nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) by transferring project management knowledge.

Individual Recipient: Michael O’Connor, PhD, PMP
Nonprofit Partner: The Sanneh Foundation
PMI Chapter Recipient: PMI Alaska Chapter
Nonprofit Partner: Camp Fire Alaska

The Donald S. Barrie Award

The Donald S. Barrie Award, sponsored by the former PMI Design-Procurement-Construction Specific Interest Group, acknowledges students in the field of design, procurement and/or construction by providing a useful contribution to the engineering and construction industry.

Recipient: Angele Ndedi Edimo, PMP
Paper: Risk Management in Business Analysis
Global Volunteers
Supporting Social Good

Donor Development Partners
(2019 and 2020)
Elisabet Duocastella Pla, PMP
Mitchell Fong, PMP
Debra Miersma, PMI Fellow
Manuel Ortiz de Zevallos, PMP
Rita Read, PMP
Katherine Shawver, PMP
James Snyder, Founder

Fahad Ahmed, PMP 2020
Josiane Ballin, PMP 2020
Gerardo Blitzer, PMP 2019
Cecilia Boggi, PMI-ACP, PMP 2020
Santiago Cartagena, PMP 2020
Avdivaragan Chandrasekaran, PMI-ACP, PMP 2019 & 2020
Alberto Dominguez, PMI-ACP, PMP
Ana Carolina Gaeta 2019 & 2020
Boryana Georgieva, PMP 2020

Seyed Mohsen Alavi, PMP
Angelina Allen, PMP, PMI-ACP, PMI-PBA
Maria Alvarado, PMI-SP, PMP
Jones Amerkhall
Sonia Anjum, PMP
Vahid Azadamanesh, PMP, PfMP
Andrea Barrett, PMP
Richard Bell, PMP
Christian Bentley, PMP
Shantanu Bhamare, PMP
Sarang Bhand
Shola Bishop, PMP
Jennifer Bracewell, PMP
Andrea Brooks, PMP
Camilla Brugnola, PMI-RMP, PMP
Carmen Cano
Jason Chow, PMP
Cristiana Coama, PMP
Pamela Cullen, CAPM
Dominique Cyrille, PMP
Long Quoc Dam, PMP, PgMP, PfMP
Sam Daniel, PMP
Ramalinga Danturthi, PMP
Mark Phillip Dawson, PMP
U Dekontee Kun
Susanne Desantis, PMP
Maria Di Niro
Wayne Ellis, PMP
Andrew Chez Pin Foo, PMP
Penelope-Jane Fry
Robert Garbus, PMP
Asap Ghsa, PMP
Mohit Goel, PMP
Bernardo Gomes, PMP
Chris Hare, PMP
L Shi Harsha, PMP, PgMP
Mario Hernandez Korner
Connie Hester, PMP
Shu Hsia Ho, PMI-RMP, PMP
David Hodge, PMP
Regina Holzinger, PMP
Jill Hudgins, PMP
Hilary Hughes, PMI-ACP, PMP
Edward Hung, PMI-ACP, PMI-PBA, PMP
Kay Hungate, PMP
Rajesh Iyer, PhD, PMI-RMP, PMP
Sam Jaroudi
Nilesh Jhaveri, PMP
Standy Johnson, PMP
Sandra Jolley, PMP
Rachel Keen, PMP
Olayiwola Kelani, PMP
Katarina Korinkova, PMI-ACP, PMP
Rouzbeh Kotobzadeh, PMP, PfMP
Jolene Kullenberg, PMP
Ravinder Kumar, PMP

Rishi Kumar, PMP, PfMP
Teresa Lawrence, PMP
Simon Wing Yin Leung
Eduardo Lopez
Pedinineni Mahesh
Abhijit Malvi, PgMP
Vinod Manikkar
Antongiulio Mauro, PMP
Robert Mazarelli, PMP
William McDaniel, PMP
Monique McIlenord-Mcgee, PMP
Cornelia Mihail, PMP
Reka Mishra, PMP
Debasish Mohanty
The Su Mon, PMP
Saaradi Mutamari, PMP
Syandene Newton, PMP
Kim Nguyen, PMP, PfMP
Michael O’Connor, PhD, PMP
Michael Ootona, PMI-RMP, PMI-SP, PMP
Amir Parnianifar, PMP
Paresh Patel, PMI-ACP, PMP
Aliya Piddubna, PMI-ACP, PMP
John Post, PMP
Maggie Pugh
Bhanumurthy Punnamaraju, PMP
Jennifer Quaglia
Nakia Raleigh, PMP
Senthilkumar Ramaiyan, PMP
Arnta Rao
Luis Reyes, PMI-ACP, PMI-PBA, PMP
Angelica Ricautte, PMI-ACP
Stelian Roman, PMI-ACP, PMP
Charles Ross, PMP
Michael Kevin Ryal, PMP
Rabia Saleem, PMP
Arun Seetharaman
Chittal Shah, PMP, PgMP
Dennis Sherman, PMP
Kanwar Devesh Singh, PMP
Raji Sivaraman
Bhuvana Soorapatal
Daniel Tan, PMP, PgMP, PMP
Arinaz Tariq
Krishnaprasad Tr, PMP
Mario Trentin, PMP, PfMP
Amiria Tyagi, PMP
Warren Uy, PMP
Ramarao Velury
Vidyav Venawath, PMP
Ioannis Vithynos, PMI-ACP, PMP
Kurt Wedderburn
Carol Whitaker, PMP
Stephen Whittle
Neil Woodger, PMP
Juannita Woods, PMP, PgMP
Mohammadreza Yadollahi, PMP

Scholarship and Award Judges

Fernando Bartelle, PMP
Christian-Jacques Bonetto, PMP
Bratan Bratovan, PMP
Maria Guadalupe Cervera Velasco, PMP
Stephan Colombo, CAPM
Bruno Conte, CAPM
Aline Dal Ío
Alberto Dominguez, PMP
Nikolay Doychev, PMP
Maicco Ferreira
Boryana Georgieva, PMP
Ko Ito, PMI-ACP, PMI-PBA, PMP

Sebastien jacques, PMP
Zhang Kai
Danyan Kasapov, PMP
Bruno Laumondais, PMP
Cyril Laurent, PMP
Hugues Lecour, PMP
Vinicius Moser
Henrique Ortega-Tororio, PMP
Eduardo Paiva
Karime Ruibal, PMP
Deyou Zhang, PMI-ACP, PMI-PBA, PMP, PgMP

Community Engagement Committee (2019 and 2020)
Connie Hester, PMP 2019
David Khaw, PMP 2019
Jonathan Moore Wright 2019 (Chair) & 2020
(Minister)
Metin Omek, PMP 2019 & 2020
Titiola Park, PMP 2019 & 2020
Desiree Proudfit, PMP 2019 & 2020
Gaurang Shah, PMP 2020
Sharon Starcher 2019
Michelle Venezia, PMI-ACP, PMP, PfMP 2020

Translators

Fahad Ahmed, PMP 2020
Josiane Ballin, PMP 2020
Gerardo Blitzer, PMP 2019
Cecilia Boggi, PMI-ACP, PMP 2020
Santiago Cartagena, PMP 2020
Avdivaragan Chandrasekaran, PMI-ACP, PMP 2019 & 2020
Alberto Dominguez, PMI-ACP, PMP 2019
Ana Carolina Gaeta 2019 & 2020
Boryana Georgieva, PMP 2020

Sebastien jacques, PMP
Zhang Kai
Danyan Kasapov, PMP
Bruno Laumondais, PMP
Cyril Laurent, PMP
Hugues Lecour, PMP
Vinicius Moser
Henrique Ortega-Tororio, PMP
Eduardo Paiva
Karime Ruibal, PMP
Deyou Zhang, PMI-ACP, PMI-PBA, PMP, PgMP
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Generating a Global Impact

PMIEF is built upon the notion of encouraging others across the world to give back through project management. PMIEF is proud to inspire philanthropy through close relationships with PMI’s global chapters, administration of awards recognizing pro bono project management contributions to nonprofit organizations, and delivery of grant resources to educational and nonprofit organizations to create a global impact. This is a sampling of the creative ways that project management training is being delivered to people across the map by PMIEF stakeholders.

PMI Delaware Valley Chapter
The PMI Delaware Valley Chapter partnered with their local Boy Scout Troop to help youth complete their Eagle Scout Service Project. Using PMIEF’s free resource—Managing Life’s Projects—originally developed by the PMI Delaware Valley Chapter, the volunteers trained 11 scouts in the fundamentals of project management.

PMI Toronto Chapter
PMI Toronto Chapter sent 30 volunteer judges to the Future City Competition. Each team had to clearly communicate their activities in each stage of the project cycle, including how they created their project schedule to how they monitored and controlled their work.

PMI Dominican Republic Chapter
A full day Introduction to Project Management workshop was conducted for 30 adolescents of the San Juan de la Cruz parish by several PMI Dominican Republic Chapter members. The goal was to educate youth on project management and the PMI chapter volunteers leveraged several of the no-cost resources developed by PMIEF such as PM Skills for Life® and The Tower Game.
PMI Southern Italy Chapter
Four years ago, the PMI Southern Italy Chapter launched the PM Olympic Games. The initiative includes 16 hours of project management training for teachers and students, who then must apply the concepts in the group work on seven project outputs. In 2019, 15 chapter volunteers hosted approximately 30 teachers and 300 students from 13 different schools who participated in the PM Olympic Games.

PMI Pakistan Karachi Chapter
The PMI Pakistan Karachi Chapter conducted a Project Based Learning (PBL) Train the Trainer program for 160 Habib Public School faculty members. This program taught them project-based learning, how to facilitate teaching PBL in classrooms and how to incorporate PBL in learning outcomes.

PMI South Africa
PMI South Africa Chapter pursued a strategic partnership with Junior Achievement (JA) South Africa. Chapter volunteers served as judges for the one-day Coding and Robotics Innovation Camp (CodR IC), targeting 100 middle-school students in Johannesburg in July 2019. The Innovation Camps are JA’s experiential programs that build the technical (coding, engineering) and soft skills (creativity, design thinking, teamwork, problem solving) of young learners.

PMI Chennai Chapter
PMI Chennai Chapter collaborated with Avtar, a nonprofit working in the field of economic empowerment of women, located in Southern India. The objective of this partnership was to support young girls to envisage the possibilities of career, scholarship, internships and jobs by helping them to decide career paths. The chapter conducted sessions for 672 girls and 15 teachers from 20+ schools on project management as a life skill under a program named Puthri.

PMI Queensland Australia Chapter
PMI Queensland Australia Chapter hosted its 3rd annual Project Management Day of Service. There were approximately 100 nonprofit organizations and over 400 project managers across eight different locations who united on this day to provide nonprofits a full day of free project management consulting—a donation value of over US$500 thousand.
PMIEF provides free project management learning resources to help bridge the talent gap and build 21st century skills for youth and the community at large. PMIEF offers 30 no-cost resources translated into a range of languages. Our top five downloads are as follows:

**2019 Top Five Downloads**

- **Project Management Toolkit for Teachers®**
  Provides teachers with a complete set of tools to integrate project management skills and knowledge into the classroom, including warm-ups, lessons, worksheets for students and assessments tools.

- **Project Management Skills for Life®**
  Step-by-step guide through the project management processes, as well as tools and techniques to help develop skills, define project management vocabulary, and prepare students for earning a PMIEF Project Management Fundamentals digital badge.

- **Project Management Toolkit for Youth**
  Incorporates several resources into one:
  a. Program Development Guide
  b. Presentation Guide
  c. Student’s Guide to Leadership
  d. Curriculum for Secondary Schools

- **Project Management for Careers and Technical Management**
  Ready-made projects for use in technical education courses for either business, finance or marketing.

- **The Tower Game**
  A team activity to introduce the value of project management.

**New Resource Translations in 2019**

- Bulgarian—Projects from the Future: The Kit for Primary School
- Brazilian Portuguese, French, Spanish, Simplified Chinese—Project Management Skills for Life®
- Japanese—Managing Life’s Projects
- French—Project Management Kit for Primary School: Practice Guide for Tutors
PMIEF believes a little social good can go a long way. The foundation is proud to support global initiatives that teach project management skills to youth to improve their future by Powering the Project Economy™. PMIEF knows when you equip youth with the basics of project management at an early age, they thrive in learning collaboration, community, creativity, communication and critical thinking skills as core building blocks for a brighter future. The following examples showcase how volunteers and chapters are making a difference and exemplifying how we can all use our project management skill set to help today’s youth become tomorrow’s global leaders.

Championing Alaska’s Youth: PMI Alaska Chapter and PMIEF Help Camp Fire Alaska

“Young Alaskans have a tremendous need for project management skills by virtue of their location,” says Josiane Ballin, PMP, PMIEF’s liaison for PMI Alaska Chapter (PMIAK), PMIAK past president, and vice president of volunteers. “Extreme weather conditions, logistics and supply chains are always an issue for Alaskans” explains Josiane, who works as a project manager for the development of Brazilian steakhouses in the Pacific Northwest.

When Josiane and a team of volunteers presented two 6-hour training courses in May 2018 on behalf of the PMI Alaska Chapter to 40 Alaskan nonprofit organizations (which comprise the second largest industry in Alaska as far as number of jobs), Eva Welch, Executive Assistant, Camp Fire Alaska, Anchorage, heard the central messages.

“We needed help pulling together a registration project for three summer youth programs and our fall before-and after-school programs which spanned three departments,” Eva details, “but we had communication disconnects between departments.” Josiane was delighted to find assistance from PMIEF’s resources.

Josiane asked PMIAK volunteer Melody Khounsavath, to help Eva and her team, emphasizing that “… helping them allows them to be more effective in their work with youth.”

“I worked with youth organizations in the past, so this association really appealed to me,” Melody says. “When Eva detailed that her challenges spanned scheduling, tracking projects, task ownership, and deadline completion, she thought she needed a new system or application. However, Eva had budget constraints, and I knew training and maintenance on a new system would be both difficult and cost prohibitive.”

Melody examined the programs Eva already had available and realized Eva was not taking full advantage of a calendar system already in place. “We were able to set up a master calendar that could be shared with staff members,” says Melody. “The calendar easily tracks projects, sends out task reminders, deadline alerts and more. It is a simple but ideal solution. Even better, it didn’t require any additional money at all.”

Eva agrees, noting “This first-time experience working with PMIEF (resources) and PMIAK was rewarding; they were supportive and patient with our requests and changes.” Josiane saw this as an opportunity to expand the relationship with an outstanding nonprofit agency. PMIEF is actively working with PMI chapters to effectively connect with and empower youth-serving organizations. We are using those relationships as jumping-off points to more direct youth projects. I advocate for that.”

In Alaska, it is essential to be very good at planning and scheduling—both of which are right out of the project management skillset.” Josiane points out the purpose of Project Management for Social Good® promoted by her chapter. “PMIAK volunteers are committed to work in projects with youth-serving nonprofits dedicated to offer Alaskan programs to provide kids with the skillset they need to lead a successful life, such as Camp Fire Alaska. We can all make a big difference here.”
PMIK-UDAAN Program Changes the Lives of Youth in India

At a PMI regional conference, the PMI Trivandrum, Kerala Chapter heard a call for help and decided to respond. In his keynote, Dr. M.R. Rajagopal, MD, a palliative care physician, asked participants to support the education of students who have lost a parent or have a disabled parent for whom they provide palliative care. With guidance from PMIEF, a program called PMIK-UDAAN was formed to provide continuous support to more than 200 families supported by Pallium India.

Explaining the dilemma faced by children with a family member in need of palliative care, Dr. Rajagopal says, “The kids will drop out of school for various reasons. Some of these families are impoverished, and the parents may not be able to function. The children may feel they need to leave school to help support their family, or they may not be able to afford the basics required for going to school.”

S.R. Jayakishore, vice president of education at PMI Trivandrum, Kerala Chapter says, “One of the ways we help students go back to school is by providing them with an educational kit—books, supplies, whatever the school requires. In our first program we supported 180 students—all funded by our chapter members.”

Jayakishore adds, “We have worked with students and analyzed their individual situations. Many of the students were assigned mentors—retired teachers—who worked with them according to their requirements and needs. We have also presented three programs on using project management as a life tool to three public schools. To do this, we use resource material that we get from PMIEF.”

Specifically, they have found “Managing Life’s Projects,” “Project Management Skills for Life®” and “Project Management Toolkit for Youth® Curriculum for 10 to 14-Year-Olds” most helpful. “We teach the student how to break down tasks (which seems at first to be overwhelming) into simple and manageable tasks; the importance of verbal and nonverbal communication; how to manage time and understand the importance of milestones and estimations; the prioritization of skills, especially when there are competing interests; and so much more,” says Jayakishore.

The convergence of Pallium India, PMI volunteers, and PMIEF has become a mutually satisfying partnership, bringing much needed support to youth at risk of losing their opportunity for education. This year, 237 children have received educational support from Pallium India. “We would like to expand our model. Right now we help but a handful of youth compared to the number in need of support; however, with help from PMI volunteers, we can begin to scale up,” says Dr. Rajagopal.

Jayakishore says a memorandum of understanding already in place assures a continuing partnership between PMI Trivandrum, Kerala Chapter and Pallium India. In addition to the educational support for families, the chapter will also support their effort to market products made by palliative care patients, allowing them to earn a better income.

Such life-altering help is also being given to students who are also patients themselves. “Many of these students can function as tech support employees,” comments Dr. Rajagopal. “We try to help them be productive. Even if they do not earn a lot, they can still live with self-respect and a sense of purpose. And that is more important than money.” A sparkle of hope now lights up many lives, thanks to a noble gesture of cooperation between PMI Trivandrum, Kerala Chapter and Pallium India.
Thanking Our Community of Donors

Supporting the PMIEF Mission

PMIEF could not accomplish all this work without the generous support of others. PMIEF extends our gratitude and appreciation to our donors for their support and would like to give special recognition to the following major donors for their leadership:

Mission Partners
US$1 MILLION+ DONORS

Corporate In-Kind Scholarship Donors

IIL
INTERNATIONAL Institute for Learning, Inc.
www.iil.com

Project Management Institute.

OSP INTERNATIONAL LLC

Cadence Management Corporation

P3M Global

Project Management Academy®

University of Management and Technology
Corporate Partners & Foundation Donors
US$2,500+ DONORS

**US$100,000+ Donors**
- Project Management Institute, Minnesota
- Project Management Institute, North Carolina
- Project Management Institute, Washington, DC
- Former PMI College of Scheduling SIG
- Former PMI Design, Procurement and Construction SIG
- Former PMI Information Systems SIG

**US$50,000+ Donors**
- Project Management Institute, Alaska
- Project Management Institute, Baltimore
- Project Management Institute, Nova Scotia
- Former PMI College of Performance Management
- Former PMI Consulting SIG

**US$20,000+ Donors**
- Project Management Institute, Columbia River Basin
- Project Management Institute, Hampton Roads
- Project Management Institute, Houston
- Project Management Institute, Metro St. Louis
- Project Management Institute, New York City
- Anonymous
- Kenneth O. Hartley
- Former PMI Learning, Education and Development SIG
- Former PMI Oil, Gas, and Petrochemical SIG
- Former PMI Pharmaceutical SIG
- Former PMI Program Management Office SIG
- Former PMI Quality SIG
- Former PMI Utility Industry SIG
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Mohamed Diab
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Greg Gomez†
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Knowledge Strategies
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Olivier Lazar*‡
Pablo Liedo†
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Dot McElvy‡
Debra Miersma & David Russell‡
Christine & Tim Millaway
Peter Monkhouse‡
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Norman & Norman Consulting, LLC‡
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PMI Chapter Donors

US$100,000+ Cumulative Chapter Donors
PMI Delaware Valley Chapter=*
PMI Minnesota Chapter
PMI North Carolina Chapter
PMI Washington, DC Chapter

Annual Chapter Donors
PMI Atlanta Chapter
PMI Austin Chapter
PMI Buffalo Chapter
PMI Chicagoland Chapter
PMI Dallas Chapter
PMI Delaware Valley Chapter
PMI East Tennessee Chapter
PMI Fort Worth Chapter
PMI Great Lakes Chapter
PMI Japan Chapter
PMI Kansas City Mid-America Chapter
PMI Long Island Chapter
PMI Michigan Capital Area Chapter
PMI New Jersey Chapter
PMI New York City Chapter
PMI Northern Alberta Chapter
PMI Phoenix Chapter
PMI Pittsburgh Chapter
PMI Portland Chapter
PMI Rochester Chapter
PMI San Diego Chapter
PMI Silver Spring, MD Chapter
PMI South Florida Chapter
PMI Tampa Bay Chapter
PMI Toronto Chapter
PMI Tulsa Chapter
PMI Washington, DC Chapter

Gifts of US$500–$999
Anne Bishop‡
Ayodeji Ishmael†
Vijay Peralpro†
Periscope IQ
W. Stephen Sawle†

† Consecutive Donor of 3+ years
‡ Consecutive Donor of 5+ years
♦ Consecutive Donor of 10+ years
* 2019 PMIEF Board Member
∞ Unrestricted
Gifts of US$100–$499
Anonymous (7)
360 Degree Training Solutions
Karen Akinyama
Salem Mohammed Alalyani
Abdullah Alotaibi
Alphasights.com
Ramam Atmakuri
Johanna Babjak
Fabrizio Battaglia†
Jean Helen Benjamins‡
Bruce Bertram♦
Cecilia Boggi♦
Michael & Patricia Branch
Marcelo Alejandro Briola‡
Gerald A. Bujaecius
Jean-Luc Caous
Mauro Casati‡
Cellin Design Group, Inc.
Elizabeth M Chappel
James Coile
Paul Collins
Eugene Conn
Robert Cook
Helen Cooke‡
Joseph Daley
Bethany DeRuiter♦
Venkata Suresh Devulapalli‡
Sridhar Chakravarthy Devulapally♦
Elisabet Ducoustellia Pia‡
Lorraine Frost†
Agnieszka Gasperini‡
Jay Gassaway
Robert Bruce Giles
Kathleen Gotheil
Humberto Guevara
Marie Hegarty
John Gerard Hohman
Eugene Jenč
Deborah Kaddu-Serwadda
Ullas Kamath
Hamid Karbasiafshar
John Koren‡
Thomas Larson
Chin Liak
Gark Kimg Ling
Andreas Madjari
Ibrahim Manzari Tavakoli
Henrique Cordeiro Mariano†
German Martinez
Lynette Mason
Tharakan Mathai
Mark Mathieson
Honor Melió
Angela Maria Mendez•
Shawn Mhanna
Robert and Sheryl Michaud
Kunihiko Mishima
Jonathan Moore-Wright
Philip Morad Matomezi
Scott Motz
Chinna Mucheria
John Muller
Kristine Munson●
Nayna & Suketu Nagrecha●
John Neekcheat†
Philip Noble
Pascal Node-Langlois
Mary Devon O’Brien
Daniel William O’Brien
Douglas Orlando†
Floyd Ostrowski
Daniel Packter
Bryan Palmer
John David Patton
Juan-Carlos Perez-Castaneda•
Hau Pham
Luís Ramirez
Rita Read‡
Tim Riggle
Richard Roberts
Curtis Sawyer†
Karl Schaeffer♦
Keisha Siah
Asif Siddiqui
Navneet Kumar Singh
Ravi Singh‡
Jim Sloanet
Jon Snyder
Reid Spearman
Lynda Stokes
Kelly Stratchko
Tejas Sura
Mohamed Tahoun
Anton Tkholmov
Mario Henrique Trentim†
Valerie Turner†
Panachayi Jacob Varughese
Michelle Venezia
Paul Martin Villacorta Chavez
Dalía Vodice
Hunt Waddell‡
Cecil White*
Ling Ying

Gifts of US$1–$99
PMIEF is grateful to the 3,102 individuals who made contributions of less than $100 during 2019. While space does not permit us to list all of the names in this Annual Report, we extend our sincerest thanks and appreciation for their support of our mission.

Matching Gifts & Workplace Giving Campaigns
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Network for Good
Northwestern Mutual Foundation
State Street Matching Gift Program
United Health Group
(Dollars for Doers Program)

Honorary & Memorial Gifts
In honor of Abdallah Al Mamoon
In honor of Gina Chaney
In honor of Hisham Hardiy—Dedication to Project Management Education
In honor of Kaylee Howell
In honor of Sven Ljungren
In honor of Balkagrira Muhammad
In honor of Michael O’Connor
In honor of our PPD 2019 Presenters:
  Daniel Wolf, Richard Znidarsic, Ryan Mitchell, David Theis, Jaime Dibean,
  Amy Corcoran, Helen Gidley, Thomas Meloche, Paul Pelletier, Rina Rasper
  and Cecilia McFadden
PMI Michigan Capital Area Chapter
In honor of our PPD 2018 Presenters:
  Jay Keller, Jorge Munewar, Virgil Bernero, Bernie Lucas, Mohammadreza
  Moussavizadeh, Bidjut Hazanka, Julia Taylor-Young, Jeff Kessinger, Bill Kimble,
  Matt Syal and Richard Znidarsic
PMI Michigan Capital Area Chapter
In honor of James R. Snyder and PMI Founders
Lynda Stokes
In honor of Jim Snyder and Giving Tuesday
Brendan Davis
In honor of PMI Fellows Challenge by Jim Snyder
James Gallagher
In honor of our Speakers
PMI Northern Alberta Chapter
In honor of Earth
Feynman Lo
In honor of the children of my country that have no opportunity to study
Huy-Cuong Duong
In honor of humanity, our faithful God, our children, grandchildren and generations to come.
Deborah Kaddu-Serwadda
In honor of the great social work that the PMI performs
Andrew Sanchez
In honor of the youth of the present and the future
Anthony Chukwuemena Akpu
In honor of Obama – Keep peace in the world
Masayoshi Tai M.D.
In honor of PMIEF—Keep up the good work!
This is an amazing organization.
Goodness Olayiwola
In honor of PMIEF

Rahul Kulkarni
In honor of PMIEF Board
Peter Monkhouse
In honor of PMIEF relief fund to benefit students
Venkatesh Al Mamoon
In honor of Project Skills for Life
Sushant Kumar Sinha
In memory of Rose Balestro
Gregory Balestro
In memory of Robert E. Bishop
Anne M. Bishop
In memory of Robert “Bob” Durney—A dedicated VOC volunteer and former Board member who deeply valued education
Marie E. Hegarty
In memory of the Late Mahatma Gandhi on his 150th Birthday
Sudha Dave
In memory of Gool and Sam, Bakhtavat and Jahnubux
Novzar J. Dastoor
In memory of Mary Keith—to honor the courage and humility of Mary Keith
Gregory Balestro and Frances Higgins
Charitable Fund
In memory of Mrs. Ann Norris Snyder
Lynda Stokes
In memory of John R. Patton
John David Patton
In memory of Arthur Ryan
Kevin Hamlet
In memory of my late Dad, Mtwa Jerome Towegale Kiwanga, who loved to support education to the needy
Ladislaus Kiwanga
In memory of Theodore Vincent Pasko—Loving son, husband, father, sailor, friend, and citizen. May he be resting in peace forever
Robert Michaud
In memory of Veterans who have served, bled, and died to protect and maintain our Liberties
Nealand M. Lewis

PMIEF, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable organization, registered in the U.S. District of Columbia and all U.S. states.

† Consecutive Donor of 3+ years
‡ Consecutive Donor of 5+ years
• Consecutive Donor of 10+ years
* 2019 PMIEF Board Member
Financial Statements

Statement of Financial Position

2019 Total Liabilities and Net Assets:
US$5,594,614

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Liabilities:</th>
<th>Total Net Assets:</th>
<th>Net Assets without Donor Restrictions:</th>
<th>Net Assets with Donor Restrictions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2018 Total Liabilities and Net Assets:
US$3,810,632

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Liabilities:</th>
<th>Total Net Assets:</th>
<th>Net Assets without Donor Restrictions:</th>
<th>Net Assets with Donor Restrictions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>US$1,074,150</td>
<td>US$2,736,482</td>
<td>(US$455,833)</td>
<td>US$3,192,315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statement of Financial Activities

2019 Total Revenue:
US$6,856,653

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2019 Total Expenses</th>
<th>US$7,752,973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change In Net Assets:</td>
<td>US$671,322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets – Beginning of Year:</td>
<td>US$2,736,482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets – End of Year:</td>
<td>US$2,626,734</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2018 Total Revenue:
US$6,216,006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018 Total Expenses</th>
<th>US$6,412,450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change In Net Assets:</td>
<td>US$696,447</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets – Beginning of Year:</td>
<td>US$2,905,565</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Assets – End of Year:</td>
<td>US$2,736,482</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2019 Board of Directors & PMI Staff Assigned to PMIEF

PMI Educational Foundation
Board of Directors
Jane Farley PMP (Chair)
Pablo Lledo, PMP (Treasurer)
Rebecca Winston, PMI Fellow (Secretary)
Marge Combe
Ram Dokka, PMI-ACP, PMP, PgMP
Walter Ginevri, PgMP, PMP, PMI Fellow
Olivier Lazar, PMP, PgMP, PfMP
Peter Monkhouse, PMP
Cecil White, PMP

PMI Staff working with the PMI Educational Foundation
Michael DePrisco – PMIEF Chief Operating Officer, VP, PMI Global Experience & Solutions
Jeannette Barr – PMIEF Executive Director
Michelle Armstrong – Manager, PMIEF Partner Engagement
Aisha Beverly – PMIEF Programs Associate
Chonnie Blair – Manager, PMIEF Programs
Linda DiDonato – PMIEF Development Administrator
Leena Gupte – PMIEF Programs Administrator
Christine Kane – PMIEF Programs Associate
Matthew Kwasiborski – PMIEF Programs Administrator
Jill Liebling – PMIEF Development Manager
Ken Lorence – PMIEF Programs Administrator
Carol Martinez – PMIEF Programs Administrator
Michele Raymond – Manager, PMIEF Development & Scholarships
Sylvia Rivera – PMIEF Programs Administrator
Leslie Sellers – PMIEF Programs Administrator
Alison Tidwell – PMIEF Programs Associate
David Urias, PhD – PMIEF Assessment and Strategic Initiatives Specialist

A special thank you to our volunteers and the PMIEF Liaisons appointed by PMI Chapters.